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SARS-CoV-2 infections continue to spread quickly by human-to-human transmission
around the world. Therefore, developing methods to rapidly detect SARS-CoV-2 with
high sensitivity are still urgently needed. We produced a monoclonal antibody that
specifically detects the N protein of SARS-CoV-2 and recognizes N protein in cell lysates
of SARS-CoV-2–infected Vero cells but not in cell lysates of MERS-CoV- or HCoV-
OC43-infected Vero cells. This antibody recognized N protein in SARS-CoV-2 clades
S, GR, and GH and recognized N protein in all the SARS-CoV-2 clades to ∼300 pfu.
Previously, we reported that the coronavirus N protein interacts with the C-terminal
domain of the spike protein (Spike CD). In this study, we developed an ELISA-based
“bait and prey” system to confirm the interaction between SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD and
N protein using recombinant fusion proteins. Furthermore, this system can be modified
to quantitatively detect SARS-CoV-2 in culture media of infected cells by monitoring the
interaction between the recombinant Spike CD fusion protein and the viral N protein,
which is captured by the N protein–specific antibody. Therefore, we conclude that our N
protein–specific monoclonal antibody and our ELISA-based bait and prey system could
be used to diagnose SARS-CoV-2 infections.
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INTRODUCTION

Coronaviruses are in the family Coronaviridae and contain
genomes composed of positive-sense single-stranded RNA.
Coronaviruses generally cause mild, common respiratory
infections. However, recently, severe acute respiratory syndrome
coronavirus (SARS-CoV), Middle East respiratory syndrome
coronavirus (MERS-CoV), and severe acute respiratory
syndrome coronavirus 2 (SARS-CoV-2) have caused lethal
endemics and pandemics in humans. Like SARS-CoV and
MERS-CoV, SARS-CoV-2 belongs to the betacoronavirus genus
and has a ∼30-kb genome containing genes that encode for
structural spike (S), nucleocapsid (N), envelope, and membrane
proteins (Khailany et al., 2020).

Since the outbreak of coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19),
caused by SARS-CoV-2 infection, was first reported in December
2019 (Wu and McGoogan, 2020; Zhou P. et al., 2020), the
COVID-19 pandemic continues throughout the world, despite
the recent start of vaccine administration (WHO, 2021). SARS-
CoV-2 has been spreading quickly among humans, including
through symptomatic, pre-symptomatic, asymptomatic, and
environmental transmission (Ferretti et al., 2020). It has been
suggested that host and viral determinants significantly influence
SARS-CoV-2 transmission efficiency, and researchers are actively
working to understand the dynamics of its transmission
(Chu et al., 2021). Currently, quantitative real-time reverse
transcription PCR (qRT-PCR) is used worldwide to diagnose
COVID-19 patients, followed by quarantine of positive patients.
Although qRT-PCR is sensitive and is the most specific method
for diagnosing COVID-19, this method does not provide rapid
results and requires specialized facilities, equipment, and well-
trained personnel.

To overcome the limitations of molecular diagnosis,
immunological diagnosis is also performed to detect SARS-CoV-
2 structural proteins, including S and N proteins. Detection of
SARS-CoV-2 using antibodies against its S protein has been
developed for rapid diagnosis (Kavithaa et al., 2020; Zheng
et al., 2020). Recently, a method for rapid detection of SARS-
CoV-2 S protein using the SARS-CoV-2 human angiotensin
converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) receptor has been proposed (Lee
et al., 2021). Currently, most studies are being performed to
detect SARS-CoV-2 using antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 N
protein. For example, the COVID-19 Ag Respi-Strip assay (Coris
BioConcept, Gembloux, Belgium) detects SARS-CoV-2 using
antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 N protein (Mertens et al., 2020;
Hodge et al., 2021).

Previously, we suggested a direct interaction between
the C-terminal domain (CD) of SARS-CoV-2 S protein
(SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD) and the N protein of SARS-
CoV-2 (Park et al., 2021a). In this study, we produced a
monoclonal antibody against the N protein of SARS-CoV-2 by
immunizing mice with a complex of SARS-CoV-2 N protein
co-encapsulated with CpG-DNA in a phosphatidyl-β-oleoyl-
γ-palmitoyl ethanolamine (DOPE):cholesterol hemisuccinate
(CHEMS) complex as described previously (Kim et al., 2011).
We also evaluated whether a fusion protein containing SARS-
CoV-2 Spike CD and the Fc domain (SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc)

could recognize SARS-CoV-2 N protein. Further, we suggest this
approach as a SARS-CoV-2 detection method, which uses the
SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc fusion protein and the anti-SARS-
CoV-2 N protein-specific monoclonal antibody.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Cell Culture and Virus
African green monkey kidney Vero cells and human airway
epithelial Calu-3 cells were purchased from the Korean Cell
Line Bank (Seoul, South Korea). The cells were maintained
in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM; Thermo
Fisher Scientific, Waltham, MA, United States) containing
10% fetal bovine serum (FBS; Thermo Fisher Scientific),
25 mM HEPES, 100 U/ml penicillin, and 100 µg/ml
streptomycin in a 5% CO2 incubator at 37◦C. MERS-CoV
(MERS-CoV/KOR/KNIH/002_05_2015), SARS-CoV-2 S
clade (BetaCoV/Korea/KCD03/2020, NCCP43326), GR clade
(hCoV-19/Korea/KDCA51463/2021, NCCP43381), and GH
clade (hCoV-19/Korea/KDCA55905/2021, NCCP43382) were
provided by the National Culture Collection for Pathogens
(Osong, South Korea). HCoV-OC43 (KBPV-VR-8) was obtained
from the Korea Bank for Pathogenic Viruses (College of
Medicine, Korea University, Seoul, South Korea). Virus
amplification was performed as described previously (Park
et al., 2019, 2021a,b). Briefly, 2 × 105 Vero cells (six-well plates;
Corning, NY, United States) were cultured in DMEM containing
10% FBS at 37◦C in a CO2 incubator overnight. After washing
with phosphate-buffered saline (PBS), SARS-CoV-2 in PBS at
a multiplicity of infection (MOI) of 0.01 was inoculated into
each well and then incubated for 1 h in a 5% CO2 incubator
at 37◦C with shaking every 15 min. After 1 h, cell culture
medium was replaced with DMEM containing 2% FBS (2 ml)
and cells were cultured for 72 h at 37◦C in a CO2 incubator.
Cell culture supernatants were harvested and centrifuged
for 10 min at 3,000 rpm to remove cell debris. The cleared
supernatants were collected and then virus titers were quantified
by plaque assay as described previously (Kandeel et al., 2020;
Kim et al., 2021). The virus containing media was stored at
−70◦C. MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 amplification and cell
culture procedures were performed according to biosafety level
3 (BSL-3) conditions in the Hallym Clinical and Translational
Science Institute in accordance with the recommendations of
the Institutional Biosafety Committee of Hallym University.
HCoV-OC43 amplification and cell culture procedures were
performed according to biosafety level 2 (BSL-2) conditions.

Plaque Assays
Vero cells (6 × 105 cells/well) were cultured on six-well plates
in DMEM containing 10% FBS at 37◦C in a CO2 incubator for
18 h. The cells were washed with PBS and infected with 10-
fold serial dilutions of each MERS- CoV-, SARS-CoV- 2-, or
HCoV-OC43-infected culture supernatants for 1 h in a 5% CO2
incubator at 37◦C with shaking every 15 min. After removing the
medium, 3 ml DMEM/F12 medium (Thermo Fisher Scientific)
mixed with 2% Oxoid agar was added to the wells. At 3 days
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post-infection for MERS-CoV (Park et al., 2019) and SARS-CoV-
2 (Park et al., 2021b), and 5 days post-infection for HCoV-OC43
(Maharjan et al., 2021), the overlay medium was removed, and
the cells were stained with 0.1% crystal violet for 1 h and washed
to count plaques.

Construction and Expression of Biotin
Peptide-6 × His-Tagged Coronavirus N
Proteins
To obtain recombinant biotin peptide and 6 × His-tagged
coronavirus (MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2) N proteins
(recombinant SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6 protein and recombinant
MERS-CoV N-Bio-His6 protein), the nucleotide sequences
coding for SARS-CoV-2 (or MERS-CoV) N protein and
biotin peptide (NSGSLHHILDAQKMVWNHR) and 6 × His
(DRNLPPLAPLGPHHHHHH) fusion were synthesized and
cloned. The biotin peptide sequence is recognized by Escherichia
coli biotin holoenzyme synthetase BirA (Schatz, 1993; Altman
et al., 1996; Brown et al., 1998). The nucleotide sequences for
the N proteins were retrieved from GenBank: MN908947.3
(nucleotide numbers 28274–29530) for SARS-CoV-2 N protein
and KT029139.1 (nucleotide numbers 28566–29804) for
MERS-CoV N protein. The nucleotide sequences coding for
SARS-CoV-2 N protein-Bio-His6 and MERS-CoV N protein-
Bio-His6 fusions were synthesized (Bioneer, South Korea)
with NotI and KpnI restriction sites at the 5′ and 3′ ends,
respectively. The fusions were inserted into a modified pcDNA
3.4 expression vector (Thermo Fisher Scientific) containing
IL-2 signal sequences (pcDNA3.4-MERS-CoV N-Bio-His6
and pcDNA3.4-SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6) for mammalian cell
expression. The recombinant MERS-CoV N-Bio-His6 and SARS-
CoV-2 N-Bio-His6 proteins were expressed in Chinese hamster
ovary (CHO) cells harboring an expression vector containing
E. coli BirA (Catalog No. 32408; Addgene, Watertown, MA,
United States) using the Gibco ExpiCHO Expression System
Kit (Catalog No. A29133; Thermo Fisher Scientific). To obtain
recombinant proteins without biotinylation (SARS-CoV-2
N-His6), recombinant MERS-CoV N-Bio-His6 and SARS-CoV-2
N-Bio-His6 proteins were expressed in cells without the BirA
vector. After 14 days of cell culture at 32◦C, recombinant
proteins were purified from cell culture supernatants using Ni-
NTA agarose (Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) chromatography and
size-exclusion gel chromatography. Expression of recombinant
proteins was confirmed by western blot analysis with anti-His-tag
antibody (Catalog No. MA1-21315; Thermo Fisher Scientific)
and peroxidase-conjugated streptavidin (Catalog No. S5512;
Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, United States).

Construction and Expression of
Coronavirus Spike CD-Human Fc Fusion
Proteins
Fusions of SARS-CoV-2 Spike C-terminal domain (CD) (SARS-
CoV-2 Spike CD, GenBank ID: MN908947.3, nucleotide number.
25262–25381; protein QHD43416.1, amino acid number 1234–
1273) and human IgG1 Fc domain (GenBank ID: AK123800.1),
and MERS-CoV Spike CD (GenBank: KT029139.1, nucleotide

number 25416–25514; protein AKL59401.1, amino acid number
1321–1353) and human IgG1 Fc domain were synthesized
(Bioneer, South Korea) with NotI and KpnI restriction sites
at the 5′ and 3′ ends, respectively. The synthesized fusions
were inserted into a modified pcDNA 3.4 expression vector
(Invitrogen, Waltham, MA, United States) containing IL-2 signal
sequences (pcDNA3.4-SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc, pcDNA3.4-
MERS-CoV Spike CD-Fc) for mammalian cell expression using
the Gibco ExpiCHO Expression System Kit. Each coronavirus
CD-human Fc fusion protein (MERS-CoV Spike CD-Fc, SARS-
CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc) was purified from ExpiCHO culture
supernatants after 14 days of cell culture at 32◦C using Protein
A affinity chromatography. Expression of recombinant MERS-
CoV Spike CD-Fc and SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc proteins was
confirmed by western blot analysis with anti-human IgG Fc
antibody (Catalog No. 790-035-098; Jackson ImmunoResearch
Laboratories, PA, United States).

Mice Immunization
BALB/c (4-week-old, female, H-2b) mice were purchased from
Nara-Biotec (Seoul, South Korea). Recombinant SARS-CoV-
2 N-Bio-His6 protein (50 µg) and CpG-DNA (50 µg) were
combined with the DOPE:CHEMS complex (molar ratio of 1:1)
as described previously (Kim et al., 2011). The SARS-CoV-2 N
protein complex was injected into BALB/c mice intraperitoneally
(i.p.) three times at 10-day intervals. Mouse sera were collected
by orbital bleeding at 10 days after final injection and then
titers of total IgG were measured in 96-well immunoplates
coated with recombinant SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6 protein by
standard ELISA as described previously (Kim et al., 2011).
Animal experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee of Hallym University (HallymR12020-
26, Hallym2021-12).

Production of Mouse Monoclonal
Antibody Against SARS-CoV-2 N Protein
Splenocytes from recombinant SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6 protein-
immunized mice were fused with mouse SP2/0 myeloma
cells in a polyethylene glycol solution (PEG; Sigma-Aldrich).
After fusion, hybridoma cells were cloned in HAT medium
(Sigma-Aldrich) and HT medium (Sigma-Aldrich) according
to the standard hybridoma production method described
previously (Kim et al., 2011). The cloned hybridoma cells
were injected into the peritoneal cavity of BALB/c mice and
then ascites containing the monoclonal antibody were collected.
Monoclonal antibody against SARS-CoV-2 N protein (clone
1G10C4 mAb) was purified from the ascitic fluid using Protein
A column chromatography.

Antigen-Specific Ig ELISA
Immunoplates (96-well; Thermo Fisher Scientific) were coated
with streptavidin (2 µg/well) overnight in ELISA coating buffer
(0.1 M carbonate buffer, pH 9.6) at 4◦C and then blocked
with PBS supplemented with 0.1% Tween-20 (PBST) containing
3% bovine serum albumin (BSA). Recombinant SARS-CoV-
2 N-Bio-His6 protein (3 µg/well) was added to each well
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to measure SARS-CoV-2 N protein-specific antibody levels in
mouse sera, hybridoma culture supernatants, ascites, and purified
monoclonal antibody solution by standard ELISA as described
previously (Kim et al., 2011). To identify the subclass of the
monoclonal antibody, horseradish peroxidase (HRP)-conjugated
anti-mouse IgG (each subclass) antibodies (Southern Biotech,
Birmingham, AL, United States) were used. The sensitivity
of the SARS-CoV-2 N protein-specific monoclonal antibody
(clone 1G10C4 mAb) was measured by ELISA. Then 96-
well immunoplates were coated with streptavidin (2 µg/well)
overnight in the ELISA coating buffer at 4◦C and then blocked
with PBST containing 3% BSA (blocking buffer). Serially diluted
recombinant SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6 protein in 100 µl blocking
buffer was added to each well and incubated for 2 h. After washing
with PBST, monoclonal antibody (3 µg/well, clone 1G10C4 mAb)
in PBST was added to each well. After incubation for 2 h at room
temperature, HRP-conjugated anti-mouse IgG antibody (1:5,000
dilution, Catalog No. 715-035-150; Jackson ImmunoResearch
Laboratories) was added to each well. After washing with PBST,
tetramethylbenzidine (TMB) peroxidase substrate (Kirkegaard &
Perry Laboratories, Gaithersburg, MD, United States) was added
to each well, and then the absorbance at 450 nm of each well
was measured using the Spectra Max 250 microplate reader
(Molecular Devices, San Jose, CA, United States).

Measurement of Monoclonal Antibody
Binding Affinity by ELISA
The binding affinity of the SARS-CoV-2 N protein-specific
monoclonal antibody (clone 1G10C4 mAb) was measured by
ELISA as described previously (Park et al., 2019). Briefly, 96-
well immunoplates were coated with streptavidin (2 µg/well)
overnight in the ELISA coating buffer and then treated with
blocking buffer. Recombinant SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6 protein
(3 µg/well) was added into each well and incubated for 2 h
at room temperature. After washing with PBST, serially diluted
(1:5) monoclonal antibody (clone 1G10C4 mAb) in PBST was
added to each well. After incubation for 2 h at room temperature,
HRP-conjugated anti-mouse IgG antibody (1:5,000 dilution) was
added to each well. After washing with PBST, TMB peroxidase
substrate was added to each well, and then the absorbance at
450 nm of each well was measured using the Spectra Max 250
microplate reader. SigmaPlot was used to determine the EC50
value as described previously (Park et al., 2019).

Preparation of Virus-Infected Cell
Lysates
To determine the specificity of SARS-CoV-2 N protein-specific
monoclonal antibody (clone 1G10C4 mAb), cell lysates were
prepared from SARS-CoV- 2-, MERS- CoV-, or HCoV-OC43-
infected Vero cells. Vero cells (3 × 105 cells) were cultured in
six-well plates for 18 h. The cells were washed with PBS and then
each virus in PBS at an MOI of 0.1 was inoculated into each
well and then incubated for 1 h in a 5% CO2 incubator at 37◦C
with shaking every 15 min. The cells were washed with PBS, and
then cultured in 2 ml of DMEM/F12 medium for MERS-CoV or

DMEM medium containing 2% FBS for SARS-CoV-2 and HCoV-
OC43 at 37◦C in a CO2 incubator. After 72 h, the cells were
washed with PBS and then were lysed for 30 min with cell lysis
buffer containing 10 mM HEPES, 150 mM NaCl, 5 mM EDTA,
100 mM NaF, 2 mM Na3VO4, protease inhibitor cocktail, and
1% NP-40. The cell lysates were centrifuged at 14,000 rpm at 4◦C
for 20 min and then supernatants were collected and stored at
−70◦C.

Preparation of Virus Lysates From
SARS-CoV-2-Infected Culture
Supernatants
To determine the cross-reactivity of SARS-CoV-2 N protein-
specific monoclonal antibody (clone 1G10C4 mAb) to each clade
of SARS-CoV-2, virus lysates were prepared from SARS-CoV-2
S clade-, GR clade-, and GH clade-infected Vero cells or Calu-3
cells. Vero cells or Calu-3 cells (3 × 105 cells) were cultured in
six-well plates. The cells were washed with PBS and then each
clade in PBS at an MOI of 0.01 was inoculated into each well
and then incubated for 1 h in a 5% CO2 incubator at 37◦C
with shaking every 15 min. The cells were washed with PBS and
then cultured in 2 ml of DMEM medium containing 2% FBS at
37◦C in a CO2 incubator. After 72 h, cell culture supernatants
were harvested and then viral titer was measured using plaque
assay. Each clade of SARS-CoV-2-infected culture supernatants
was lysed for 30 min with the cell lysis buffer. The virus lysates
were centrifuged at 14,000 rpm at 4◦C for 20 min and then
supernatants were collected and stored at−70◦C.

Western Blotting and
Immunoprecipitation
Each virus-infected cell lysate or each virus lysate were
separated onto a 4–12% Bis–Tris gradient gel (Thermo Fisher
Scientific) and then transferred onto a nitrocellulose membrane.
The membrane was blocked with PBST containing 5% skim
milk and then incubated with SARS-CoV-2 N protein-specific
monoclonal antibody (clone 1G10C4 mAb) in PBST at room
temperature for 2 h. The membrane was washed three times
with PBST and incubated in PBST containing 5% skim milk
and anti-HRP-conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG antibody (1:5,000;
Jackson ImmunoResearch Laboratories). Immunocomplexes
were detected with ECL solution. For the immunoprecipitation
assay, SARS-CoV- 2-, MERS- CoV-, or HCoV-OC43-infected
Vero cell lysates were incubated with the SARS-CoV-2 N protein-
specific monoclonal antibody (clone 1G10C4 mAb) at 4◦C for 2 h.
Immunocomplexes were isolated with Protein A beads (Repligen,
Waltham, MA, United States) and analyzed by western blotting
with rabbit anti-SARS-CoV-2 N protein polyclonal antibody
(Catalog No. 40588-T62; Sino Biological, Vienna, Austria).

Pull-Down Assay
To investigate the interaction between SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD
and each clade of SARS-CoV-2 N protein, we performed pull-
down assay. Each virus lysate was incubated with purified control
Fc domain or fusion protein containing the SARS-CoV-2 Spike
CD and the Fc domain (SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc) at 4◦C for 2 h
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FIGURE 1 | Production and characterization of the anti-SARS-CoV-2 N protein-specific monoclonal antibody. (A) Expression of biotin peptide-6 × His-tagged
SARS-CoV-2 N protein (SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6). Recombinant SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6 protein was expressed in ExpiCHO cells and purified from cell culture
supernatants using Ni-NTA agarose chromatography. The purified recombinant protein was analyzed by SDS-PAGE (left) and western blotting with
peroxidase-conjugated streptavidin (middle) and anti-His-tag antibody (right). Arrowhead, biotin peptide-6 × His-tagged SARS-CoV-2 N protein; R, reducing
condition; NR, non-reducing condition. (B) Expression of biotin peptide-6 × His-tagged MERS-CoV N protein (MERS-CoV N-Bio-His6). The purified recombinant
protein was analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Arrowhead, biotin peptide-6 × His-tagged MERS-CoV N protein. (C) The recombinant SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6 protein and
CpG-DNA were combined in a DOPE:CHEMS complex and the complex was injected intraperitoneally into BALB/c mice (n = 4) three times. ELISA was performed
with mouse sera to determine whether recombinant SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6 protein-specific antibody was present. (D) Ascites were collected from mice injected
with cloned hybridoma cells (1G10C4). ELISA was performed with the ascites to determine whether recombinant SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6 protein-specific antibody
was present. (E) The monoclonal antibody was purified from the ascitic fluid using Protein-A column chromatography and analyzed using SDS-PAGE. HC, heavy
chain; LC, light chain. (F) Subclasses of the monoclonal antibody were identified by ELISA. (G) The detection limit of the monoclonal antibody against SARS-CoV-2
N-Bio-His6 protein was measured by ELISA. (H) Binding of the monoclonal antibody to recombinant SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6 protein was measured by ELISA.
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and then complexes were pulled down with Protein A agarose
beads. The pull-down complexes were analyzed by western
blotting with the SARS-CoV-2 N protein-specific monoclonal
antibody (clone 1G10C4 mAb).

Confocal Images
Vero cells (5 × 104 cells) were cultured on cover glass in 12-well
culture plates for 18 h. The cells were washed with PBS and then
each clade of SARS-CoV-2 in PBS at an MOI of 0.1 was inoculated
into each well and then incubated for 1 h in a 5% CO2 incubator at
37◦C with shaking every 15 min. After 1 h, the cells were washed
with PBS, and then cultured in DMEM containing 2% FBS (1 ml)
at 37◦C in a CO2 incubator. After 48 h, the cells were washed with
PBS and then fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and permeabilized
with PBS containing 3% BSA and 0.1% Triton X-100 for 30 min.
The fixed cells were incubated with the SARS-CoV-2 N protein-
specific monoclonal antibody (0.5 µg/well, clone 1G10C4 mAb)
for 2 h. After washing with the PBST containing 3% BSA, the

cells were incubated with Alexa Fluor 488–conjugated goat anti-
mouse IgG (Catalog No. A11001, 1:500 dilution; Thermo Fisher
Scientific) for 1 h. After washing with the PBST containing 3%
BSA, nuclei were stained with Hoechst 33258 (5 µg/well; Thermo
Fisher Scientific). Cells were observed using a Carl Zeiss LSM710
microscope (Carl Zeiss, Oberkochen, Germany).

Evaluation of the Interaction Between
the SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD and N Protein
by “Bait and Prey” ELISA
Immunoplates (96-well) were coated with streptavidin
(2 µg/well) overnight at 4◦C and then blocked with PBST
containing 3% BSA. Recombinant SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6
protein (3 µg/well) was added to each well and plates were
incubated for 2 h at room temperature. After washing with PBST,
coronavirus CD-human Fc fusion protein (MERS-CoV Spike
CD-Fc or SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc) serially diluted (1:3) in

FIGURE 2 | Specificity of the anti-SARS-CoV-2 N protein monoclonal antibody. (A) Analysis of monoclonal antibody specificity. Recombinant SARS-CoV-2
N-Bio-His6 protein or recombinant MERS-CoV N-Bio-His6 protein was captured on streptavidin-coated 96-well immunoplates and then incubated with
anti-SARS-CoV-2 N protein monoclonal antibody. Reactivity of the monoclonal antibody to each recombinant protein was determined by ELISA. (B) MERS- CoV-,
SARS-CoV- 2-, or HCoV-OC43-infected and non-infected Vero cell lysates were immunoblotted with the anti-SARS-CoV-2 N protein monoclonal antibody (clone
1G10C4 mAb). β-Actin was used as the loading control. (C) MERS- CoV-, SARS-CoV- 2-, or HCoV-OC43-infected and non-infected Vero cell lysates were
immunoprecipitated with normal mouse IgG or the anti-SARS-CoV-2 N protein monoclonal antibody (clone 1G10C4 mAb). The immunocomplexes were subjected
to western blot analysis using rabbit anti-SARS-CoV-2 N protein antibody (Catalog No. 40588-T62; Sino Biological).
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PBST was added to the wells and incubated for 2 h at room
temperature. After washing with PBST, goat anti-human IgG
Fc antibody conjugated with horseradish peroxidase and the
substrate TMB peroxidase was added to each well. The amount
of Spike CD-human Fc fusion protein bound to the recombinant
SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6 protein in the wells was determined
colorimetrically.

To determine whether there was competition between the
recombinant SARS-CoV-2 N-His6 protein and the recombinant
SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6 protein for interaction with the SARS-
CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc, 96-well immunoplates were coated with
streptavidin (2 µg/well) and then recombinant SARS-CoV-2
N-Bio-His6 protein was added to each well. Serially diluted
(1:3) recombinant SARS-CoV-2 N-His6 protein was incubated
with SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc (5 µg/well) for 2 h and
then added to the wells of the plate. After incubation at
room temperature for 2 h, the plates were washed with
PBST and then anti-human IgG Fc antibody conjugated with

horseradish peroxidase and substrate were added to each
well to determine the amount of SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc
protein bound to the recombinant SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6
protein in the wells.

Detection of SARS-CoV-2 in Cell Culture
Media by ELISA
Immunoplates (96-well) were coated with SARS-CoV-2 N
protein-specific monoclonal antibody (clone 1G10C4 mAb,
5 µg/well) overnight at 4◦C and then blocked with PBST
containing 3% BSA. Virus lysates from each clade of SARS-CoV-
2-infected culture supernatants were serially diluted (1:3) in PBST
and added to the wells of the plate. After incubation for 2 h
at room temperature, recombinant SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc
protein was added and then HRP-conjugated anti-human IgG
antibody was added to each well. After developing with the TMB
peroxidase substrate, the amount of SARS-CoV-2 N protein in

FIGURE 3 | Detection of N protein in cells infected with SARS-CoV-2 S, GH, or GR clade with anti-SARS-CoV-2 N protein-specific monoclonal antibody. (A,B)
Western blot analyses for the detection of N protein in cells infected with SARS-CoV-2 S, GH, or GR clade. Vero cells (A) and Calu-3 cells (B) were infected with
SARS-CoV-2 S, GH, or GR clade at a MOI of 0.1 for 72 h. Cell lysates were analyzed by western blotting with the anti-SARS-CoV-2 N protein-specific monoclonal
antibody (clone 1G10C4 mAb). β-Actin was used as the loading control. (C) Confocal microscopy was used to detect N protein in cells infected with SARS-CoV-2 S,
GH, or GR clade. Vero cells were cultured on cover glass in 12-well plates and infected with SARS-CoV-2 S, GH, or GR clade at a MOI of 0.1 for 48 h. The infected
Vero cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and permeabilized with 0.1% Triton X-100. The cells were incubated with anti-SARS-CoV-2 N protein-specific
monoclonal antibody or normal IgG and then with Alexa Fluor 488–conjugated goat anti-mouse IgG. Nuclei were stained with Hoechst 33258. Images were obtained
by confocal microscope. Scale bar, 10 µm.
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each well was determined by measuring absorbance at 450 nm
using a Spectra Max 250 microplate reader.

RESULTS

Production and Characterization of the
Anti-SARS-CoV-2 N Protein Monoclonal
Antibody
To produce monoclonal antibodies against SARS-CoV-2 N
protein, biotin peptide-6 × His-tagged SARS-CoV-2 N protein
(SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6) was expressed in CHO cells in
biotinylated form and purified using a Ni-NTA column from
cell culture supernatants. The purified recombinant protein was
examined by SDS-PAGE and confirmed by western blotting
using peroxidase-conjugated streptavidin and an anti-His tag

antibody (Figure 1A). We also produced recombinant MERS-
CoV N-Bio-His6 protein to analyze the specificity of the SARS-
CoV-2 N protein-specific monoclonal antibody (Figure 1B).
The expected molecular weights for recombinant SARS-CoV-2
N-Bio-His6 and recombinant MERS-CoV N-Bio-His6 proteins
are 50.6 and 49.9 kDa, respectively. However, we found
larger protein bands probably because of glycosylation during
the expression and secretion of the proteins in CHO cells.
We formed a complex containing the purified recombinant
SARS-CoV-2 N protein and CpG-DNA co-encapsulated in a
liposome (DOPE:CHEMS) and immunized BALB/c mice with
this complex. Mouse sera were collected from four immunized
mice and production of antibody against recombinant SARS-
CoV-2 N protein was confirmed (Figure 1C). Splenocytes were
collected from antibody-producing mice and fused with SP2/0,
and one hybridoma clone (1G10C4) producing SARS-CoV-2
N protein-specific antibody was selected. The hybridoma cells

FIGURE 4 | Detection of N protein in SARS-CoV-2 S, GH, or GR clade virus particles with anti-SARS-CoV-2 N protein-specific monoclonal antibody. (A) Western
blot analyses. Vero cells were infected with SARS-CoV-2 S, GH, or GR clade at a MOI of 0.01 for 72 h and then cell culture supernatants were collected. The cell
culture supernatants were lysed with cell lysis buffer and analyzed by western blotting with the anti-SARS-CoV-2 N protein-specific monoclonal antibody (clone
1G10C4 mAb). Virus titers were measured by plaque assay. (B) Immunoprecipitation analysis. Vero cells were infected with SARS-CoV-2 S, GH, or GR clade at a
MOI of 0.01 for 72 h and then cell culture supernatants were collected. The cell culture supernatants were lysed with cell lysis buffer and immunoprecipitated with
normal mouse IgG or the anti-SARS-CoV-2 N protein monoclonal antibody (clone 1G10C4 mAb). The immunocomplexes were subjected to western blot analysis
using rabbit anti-SARS-CoV-2 N protein antibody (Catalog No. 40588-T62; Sino Biological).
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(1G10C4) were injected into the mouse peritoneal cavity, and the
collected ascites were found to contain SARS-CoV-2 N protein-
specific monoclonal antibody (Figure 1D), which was purified
by Protein A chromatography (Figure 1E). The IgG subclass
of the purified monoclonal antibody was IgG2a (Figure 1F).
The detection limit of the SARS-CoV-2 N protein-specific
monoclonal antibody (clone 1G10C4 mAb) against SARS-CoV-
2 N protein was approximately 40 ng/ml (Figure 1G). Binding of
the monoclonal antibody to recombinant biotin peptide-6×His-
tagged SARS-CoV-2 N protein was measured by ELISA and the
EC50 value was∼24 nM (Figure 1H).

Specificity of the Anti-SARS-CoV-2 N
Protein Monoclonal Antibody
To determine whether the anti-SARS-CoV-2 N protein-specific
monoclonal antibody specifically recognizes the N protein of
SARS-CoV-2, ELISA was performed with streptavidin-coated
96-well immunoplates. If we directly coat the recombinant SARS-
CoV-2 N-Bio-His6 protein on the plates, conformational change
of the protein can be induced in the coating buffer condition
(pH 9.6). Therefore, we tried to keep the recombinant N protein
in a native conformation by coating streptavidin ahead. The
monoclonal antibody reacted with the recombinant SARS-CoV-
2 N-Bio-His6 protein in a concentration-dependent manner
(Figure 2A) but did not react with the recombinant MERS-
CoV N-Bio-His6 protein. To further investigate whether the
anti-SARS-CoV-2 N protein monoclonal antibody specifically
recognizes the N protein in SARS-CoV-2-infected cells, we
performed western blot analysis. The antibody recognized
protein with a molecular weight of ∼50 kDa in cell lysates of
SARS-CoV-2 (S clade)–infected Vero cells, but not in cell lysates
of MERS-CoV- or HCoV-OC43-infected Vero cells (Figure 2B).
Immunoprecipitation followed by western blotting with a
commercially available antibody that recognizes SARS-CoV-2 N
confirmed specific reactivity of the monoclonal antibody with the
N protein of SARS-CoV-2 (Figure 2C).

Anti-SARS-CoV-2 N Protein-Specific
Monoclonal Antibody Detects the N
Protein of SARS-CoV-2 Clades S, GR,
and GH
To investigate whether the anti-SARS-CoV-2 N protein-specific
monoclonal antibody recognizes N proteins of different clades of
SARS-CoV-2, we infected Vero cells and Calu-3 cells with SARS-
CoV-2 clades S, GR, or GH and then performed western blot
analysis (Figures 3A,B). The monoclonal antibody recognized
N proteins in cell lysates of Vero cells (Figure 3A) and Calu-
3 cells (Figure 3B) infected with each of the three clades.
We then investigated binding of the monoclonal antibody in
SARS-CoV-2-infected cells with confocal microscopy. SARS-
CoV-2 (S, GR, or GH clade)–infected and non-infected Vero
cells were stained with normal mouse IgG or anti-SARS-CoV-
2 N protein-specific monoclonal antibody. Confocal microscopy
images showed fluorescence resulting from staining with the anti-
SARS-CoV-2 N protein monoclonal antibody for cells infected

with each clade. No staining was observed in cells incubated with
normal mouse IgG (Figure 3C).

To further investigate whether the anti-SARS-CoV-2 N
protein-specific monoclonal antibody recognizes N proteins in
virus particles of the various SARS-CoV-2 clades, viruses in cell
culture supernatants of infected cells were lysed with cell lysis
buffer, and then western blotting was performed. The monoclonal
antibody recognized the N protein in SARS-CoV-2 S clade
particles, even at the lower limit of ∼300 pfu (Figure 4A). The
monoclonal antibody recognized N proteins in SARS-CoV-2 GH
clade particles and SARS-CoV-2 GR clade particles with similar
sensitivity. Next, immunoprecipitation assays were performed,
and the results confirmed that the anti-SARS-CoV-2 N protein
monoclonal antibody reacts with native N proteins in virus
particles of each clade (Figure 4B).

These results show that the anti-SARS-CoV-2 N protein-
specific monoclonal antibody specifically recognizes N proteins
expressed in cells infected with SARS-CoV-2 clades S, GR, or GH
and in assembled virus particles of each clade.

Recombinant SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD
Fusion Protein Interacts With the N
Protein of SARS-CoV-2 Clades S, GR,
and GH Particles
Previously, we demonstrated a direct interaction between
SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD and SARS-CoV-2 N protein

FIGURE 5 | N protein in SARS-CoV-2 S, GH, or GR clade virus particles
interact with SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD. (A) Expression of SARS-CoV-2 Spike
CD-Fc. The recombinant Fc control protein and the SARS-CoV-2 Spike
CD-Fc fusion protein were expressed in ExpiCHO cells, purified from cell
culture supernatants using Protein A column chromatography and analyzed
by SDS-PAGE and Coomassie blue staining. (B) Interaction of the N protein in
virus particles with SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD. Vero cells were infected with
SARS-CoV-2 S, GH, or GR clade at a MOI of 0.01 for 72 h and then cell
culture supernatants were collected. Cell culture supernatants were lysed with
cell lysis buffer and incubated with Fc or SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc. Fc-bound
proteins were pulled down with Protein A beads and subjected to western blot
analysis using the anti-SARS-CoV-2 N protein-specific monoclonal antibody
(clone 1G10C4 mAb). Western blot of virus lysates is shown as a control.
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FIGURE 6 | Interaction between SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc and SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6 recombinant proteins. (A) Schematic of the bait and prey assay system.
(B) Immunoplates (96-well) were coated with streptavidin and then recombinant SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6 protein was added to each well. After addition of
MERS-CoV Spike CD-Fc or SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc, the amount of CoV Spike CD-human Fc fusion protein bound to recombinant SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6

protein in the wells was determined by ELISA. (C) Specificity of the interaction between SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc and SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6 recombinant
protein. Serially diluted non-biotinylated-recombinant SARS-CoV-2 N-His6 protein was incubated with SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc and then added to the wells
containing SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6-coated streptavidin. The extent of the competition was measured by ELISA using HRP-conjugated anti-human IgG Fc antibody.

(Park et al., 2021a). To confirm the interaction in vitro, we
produced and purified control Fc domain and fusion protein
containing the SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD and the Fc domain
(SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc; Figure 5A). We incubated the
purified SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc or the Fc control with
SARS-CoV-2 clades S, GR, or GH virus lysates and pulled
down complexes with Protein A agarose beads. The results
showed that N proteins of each clade associated preferentially
with SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc when compared with the Fc
control (Figure 5B).

Recombinant SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD
Fusion Protein Binds With the
Recombinant SARS-CoV-2 N Fusion
Protein
We designed a bait and prey assay system employing streptavidin,
SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6, SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc, and anti-
human IgG Fc antibody conjugated with HRP (Figure 6A).
The ELISA results showed that SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc
bound to SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6 in a concentration-dependent
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manner but the Fc domain and PBS controls did not
(Figure 6B). MERS-CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc bound weakly to
SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6, but only at a high concentration
(30 µg/ml). To further investigate the specificity of the
interaction between SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc and SARS-
CoV-2 N-Bio-His6, competition assays were performed by
preincubating with non-biotinylated-recombinant SARS-CoV-2
N-His6 protein. The non-biotinylated-recombinant SARS-CoV-
2 N-His6 protein reduced binding of SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD-
Fc with SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6 in a concentration-dependent
manner (Figure 6C). The Fc domain did not interact with
SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6 in the presence or absence of non-
biotinylated-recombinant SARS-CoV-2 N-His6 protein. These
results support our previous finding that the SARS-CoV-2 Spike
CD and the N protein of SARS-CoV-2 interact specifically
and directly and suggests that our bait and prey system using
recombinant fusion proteins can be used to quantitatively assess
this interaction in vitro.

Detection of SARS-CoV-2 by an ELISA
System Based on Interaction Between
the Recombinant SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD
Fusion Protein and the N Protein of
SARS-CoV-2 Particles
We designed a detection system for SARS-CoV-2 viruses using
the anti-SARS-CoV-2 N protein antibody and SARS-CoV-2 Spike
CD-Fc (Figure 7A). N proteins of SARS-CoV-2 particles were
captured with the anti-SARS-CoV-2 N protein antibody and then
allowed to interact with SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc. This ELISA
system detected virus particles of SARS-CoV-2 clades S, GR,
and GH, but not of HCoV-OC43, in a concentration-dependent
manner (Figures 7B,C). These results show that the interaction
between the viral N protein and SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD Fc
fusion protein can be applied in a novel SARS-CoV-2 detection
system. Because this system works as expected, the N protein
epitope detected by the antibody is most likely not involved in
the interaction between the N protein and the Spike CD.

DISCUSSION

The continuing outbreak of COVID-19 caused by SARS-CoV-2
infection poses a serious threat to public health around the world
(WHO, 2021). Therefore, various diagnostic methods have been
attempted to rapidly detect SARS-CoV-2 infection, including
real-time PCR analysis of viral genes and immunological
detection of its S or N proteins. In this study, we proposed a
novel approach to detect SARS-CoV-2 that uses a high-affinity
anti-SARS-CoV-2 N protein-specific monoclonal antibody and
an ELISA-based bait and prey system to target the interaction
between SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD and the N protein.

The N protein of SARS-CoV-2 binds to and protects viral
RNA and contributes to viral packaging. The protein consists
of two structural domains, the N-terminal domain (NTD) and
the C-terminal domain (CTD), which bind to the viral genome
and facilitate dimerization, respectively (Kang et al., 2020;

FIGURE 7 | Detection of SARS-CoV-2 in cell culture media using
SARS-CoV-2 N protein-specific monoclonal antibody and recombinant
SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc protein. (A) Schematic of the ELISA.
(B) SARS-CoV-2 clade S and HCoV-OC43 and (C) SARS-CoV-2 clade GH
and clade GR in cell culture supernatants were lysed with cell lysis buffer and
serially diluted in PBST. These virus lysates were added into 96-well
immunoplates coated with SARS-CoV-2 N protein-specific monoclonal
antibody. After incubation for 2 h at room temperature, recombinant
SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc protein was added, and then HRP-conjugated
anti-human IgG Fc antibody was added to each well. The amount of
SARS-CoV-2 N protein in each well was determined by ELISA.

Zhou R. et al., 2020; Zinzula et al., 2020). Because a large amount
of N protein is produced during viral infection, it is used widely
for the diagnosis of SARS-CoV-2 (Zhang et al., 2020). In addition,
antibody-based detection of the N protein is more sensitive than
antibody detection of the S protein (Burbelo et al., 2020).

Several reports have described assays to detect the SARS-CoV-
2 N protein using a monoclonal antibody (Mertens et al., 2020;
Ciotti et al., 2021; Hodge et al., 2021). Hodge et al. (2021) induced
polymerization of two monoclonal antibodies that recognize
different epitopes on the N protein to improve its detection.
Li et al. developed magnetic nanobead-labeled anti-SARS-CoV-
2 N protein monoclonal antibody to induce immunomagnetic
enrichment and signal amplification. Rapid and highly sensitive
measurements of SARS-CoV-2 N protein have also been
performed on microfluidic chips (Li and Lillehoj, 2021).

Previously, we developed a novel strategy to produce
antibodies against protein antigens using the antigen and CpG-
DNA encapsulated within a DOPE:CHEMS complex as an
adjuvant (Kim et al., 2011). In this study, we produced and
characterized a monoclonal antibody against the N protein
of SARS-CoV-2. We confirmed that the anti-SARS-CoV-2 N
protein monoclonal antibody binds specifically to SARS-CoV-2,
but not to MERS-CoV or HCoV-OC43, in western blotting and
immunoprecipitation. Furthermore, through western blotting
and confocal microscopy, we showed that this antibody reacts
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with N proteins in SARS-CoV-2 clades S, GH, and GR. Because
the SARS-CoV-2 N protein-specific monoclonal antibody can
recognize N protein in ∼300 pfu of SARS-CoV-2 particles, this
antibody could improve diagnostic speed and sensitivity.

Recently, we reported that MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV-
2 Spike CDs interact with their respective N proteins in
infected cells and that inhibition of this interaction reduced
viral replication (Park et al., 2021a). We also suggested that
this interaction can be targeted to develop new therapeutics
against coronaviruses. In that study, we investigated the
interaction between the Spike CD and the N protein by co-
immunoprecipitation and competition assays for recombinant
Spike CD peptides using virus-infected cell lysates that contained
N and S proteins. Therefore, we could not completely exclude
the possibility that the interaction was mediated indirectly by
other proteins. Thus, in this study, we produced the recombinant
fusion proteins SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc and SARS-CoV-2
N-Bio-His6 to demonstrate the direct and specific interaction
between these proteins in vitro using a newly designed bait and
prey ELISA system. Because we showed that the Spike CD-N
protein interaction is specific and can be measured quantitatively
with our bait and prey ELISA system, this assay could be used
to screen for potential inhibitors of the Spike CD-N protein
interaction that would block SARS-CoV-2 replication. Further,
this ELISA system can be modified to use the anti-SARS-CoV-2
N protein monoclonal antibody that we produced and described
in this study. Because this monoclonal antibody is sensitive and
specific to the SARS-CoV-2 N protein, it can be used to capture
the N protein in virus particles present in test samples, and
the SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD-Fc fusion protein can be used to
detect captured N protein as evidence of SARS-CoV-2 presence.
We used virus particles in cell culture supernatants of SARS-
CoV-2-infected cells to confirm that this ELISA system works as
predicted. Thus, the anti-SARS-CoV-2 N monoclonal antibody in
combination with the recombinant fusion proteins SARS-CoV-2
Spike CD-Fc and SARS-CoV-2 N-Bio-His6 can be used for virus
detection and development of antivirals against SARS-CoV-2.

As the MERS-CoV and SARS-CoV-2 Spike CD proteins
specifically interact with their respective N proteins, the same
strategy could be applied for specific detection of MERS-CoV
and other coronaviruses, and we will test this possibility in the
near future. Recently, we have faced multiple novel coronavirus
epidemics and pandemics. Our strategy of screening for drugs
that target the Spike CD-N protein interaction can be employed
promptly once coronavirus genomic sequences are available for

a timely defense against emerging coronaviruses. To further
evaluate our strategy practically, it is necessary to determine the
clinical sensitivity and specificity and to compare its efficacy with
that of current methods.
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